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 The Voltaic effect is controlled by midi controllers.I made the Dr. No preset on purpose very powerful but still transparent
enough to work with. Ultra 4x Dr. No is a lush, aggressive, dynamic, amazing and stunning Ultra Analog-style tone which will

take your music to a whole new dimension!Get ultra punchy, percussive, dirty, bass-y and boost your vocals to a whole new level
with this amazing preset by Voltaic Music.Ultra 4x Dr. No is a lush, aggressive, dynamic, amazing and stunning Ultra Analog-

style tone which will take your music to a whole new dimension!Get ultra punchy, percussive, dirty, bass-y and boost your
vocals to a whole new level with this amazing preset by Voltaic Music.Ultra 4x Dr. No is a lush, aggressive, dynamic, amazing
and stunning Ultra Analog-style tone which will take your music to a whole new dimension!Get ultra punchy, percussive, dirty,

bass-y and boost your vocals to a whole new level with this amazing preset by Voltaic Music.Ultra 4x Dr. No is a lush,
aggressive, dynamic, amazing and stunning Ultra Analog-style tone which will take your music to a whole new dimension!Get

ultra punchy, percussive, dirty, bass-y and boost your vocals to a whole new level with this amazing preset by Voltaic
Music.Ultra 4x Dr. No is a lush, aggressive, dynamic, amazing and stunning Ultra Analog-style tone which will take your music

to a whole new dimension!Get ultra punchy, percussive, dirty, bass-y and boost your vocals to a whole new level with this
amazing preset by Voltaic Music.Ultra 4x Dr. No is a lush, aggressive, dynamic, amazing and stunning Ultra Analog-style tone

which will take your music to a whole new dimension!Get ultra punchy, percussive, dirty, bass-y and boost your vocals to a
whole new level with this amazing preset by Voltaic Music.Ultra 4x Dr. No is a lush, aggressive, dynamic, amazing and stunning

Ultra Analog-style tone which will take your music to a whole new dimension!Get ultra punchy, percussive, dirty, bass-y and
boost your vocals to a whole new level with this amazing preset by Voltaic Music.Ultra 4x Dr. No is a lush, 82157476af
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